
Maximizing ebook potential

OpenPage is an end-to-end digital publishing 
platform packed with a variety of engagement 
tools to deliver a rich learning experience



OpenPage offers a rich and interactive learning experience and provides entire 
ecosystem to publish, manage, and distribute ePub-based ebooks. It integrates with 
your systems to offer complete control over branding, subscription, and pricing.
Additionally, OpenPage helps you to get detailed insights using out-of-box reports, 
and effectively track and monitor how the content is being consumed.

OpenPage's flexible ePub-based content framework 
enables publishers to deliver digital products beyond 
standard ebooks.

Choose Your Pedagogy

QuickAuthor, OpenPage WYSIWYG enrichment
tool enables you to enhance your ebooks for an
improved and meaningful reading experience.

Enhance Your Ebooks

Enhance your ebooks

Choose your
Pedagogy

Inline Multimedia and Interactivities
Inline Formative Quizzes
Stand-alone Quizzes

Enhanced ebooks
Remedial Leaming
Study Aids



White-label the OpenPage readers with your 
corporate branding guidelines for a greater connect 
and brand association with your end-users.

Your Logo and Branding
White-label Web Reader
White-label Mobile Reader Apps

OpenPage Reader features rich annotation tools that 
couple with the teacher-student collaboration tools to 
deliver a more engaging learning experience.

Multifarious Annotation Tools
Teacher-Student Collaboration

Engage Learners

OpenPage provides a flexible subscription 
sub-system that allows you to fulfill ebooks across 
a variety of models.

Retail Model
Institutional Model
Rental Model
Access Codes

Sell Your Way

Your Reader, Your Brand

OpenPage features an xAPI (Tin Can) based event capturing 
framework that records user interaction data and provides 
publishers with a rich base for reports and analytics.

xAPI Compliant
Usage Analysis
Content E�icacy

Analyze Your Data

OpenPage is architected for interoperability and can 
integrate with the existing technology landscape in your 
organization for a seamless end-user experience.

LTI Compliant

Intergrate With Your Ecosystem



Call:
+1-217-721-1903

Email:
sales@excelso�corp.com

Excelso� provides innovative technology-based solutions catering to the needs of corporations, educational publishers, schools,
universities, government, and defense sectors. We architect, design, and develop learning environments, assessment tools, digital
content, and product solutions for some of the best-known companies and academic institutions worldwide.
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